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Increase Productivity with Code Generation
Are you or your developers writing stored procedures by hand? Are they creating
duplicate CRUD (Create Read Update Delete) logic in multiple places? If so, you should
consider a code generator.

Advantages of using a Code Generator
The benefits of using a code generator to generate your data access logic are huge! If you
are not using one, you need to ask yourself why? If the answer is because you think no one
else can write code the way you can, that is not a good enough reason. When you consider
how long it takes you to create, test and debug data access code, and how much time you
put in when the schema of a table changes, you will soon find out that you are wasting a
lot of time. The major reasons for using code generation are as follows:
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Generation of INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements
Generation of stored procedures to do INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE
Bullet proof code for doing the Create, Read, Update, Delete (CRUD) logic
Ability to regenerate CRUD classes if schema changes
Consistency of code from one application to another
Moves SQL out of the UI tier and into a middle tier where it belongs
Moves the dependence on a particular database provider out of the UI
Reduces code complexity in the UI layer
Ability to map columns to properties in a class
Provide IntelliSense of tables, stored procedures, views and columns
Provides strong-typing of data in one location
Ability to customize templates to fit “your” style
Abstracts and encapsulates all data access code
Ability to separate programmers working on UI and data access
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Summary
How you create your CRUD logic needs to be thought out just as much as how you design
the rest of your application architecture. Making many small classes/methods and then
combining those together produces much more robust and maintainable code. Sure you
end up with more classes, but these can be move to other assemblies so you don’t have to
see all those files. You will definitely benefit in the long run. Using a code generator can
really help speed up the development and ensure quality when developing the CRUD logic
for your database application.
There are several code generators available for you to use. PDSA has the Haystack Code
Generator (www.pdsahaystack.com). Microsoft has the Entity Framework which comes
with Visual Studio, and there are several others.
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Contact Information
If you would like to know more about the information in this special report, please contact
either Paul D. Sheriff or Michael Krasowski at PDSA.

Paul Sheriff
(615) 675-4632
PSheriff@pdsa.com

Michael Krasowski
(714) 734-9792 x223
Michaelk@pdsa.com

Company Information
PDSA, Inc.

Tel (714) 734-9792

17852 17th Street

Fax (714) 734-9793

Suite 205

www.pdsa.com

Tustin, CA 92780
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